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Dear Teacher

Dated: 26/03/2016
Education),

Season's

I hope
t have been doing your best. your targets with a gold in the SGFI
have been ho ully set for the current year. I pray that you-are able to achieve
these. I give you
tips :
0

ii)

iii)
iv)

Make

targets worthy. Make these public. write these down and paste
e wooden board and pu! it up along side the academic targets
e Vidyalaya. when you make your targets pubric and when you tatt
,e several things happen. people around will help re-affiim your
about
targets.
about these may lead you to someone ,"co-mending you to
the great
experts near around. It also creates a cheer team for vou. For
example
they meet you again, they may ask, how are your games going
about?'.
You sh
decide how you will know if you are nearer the target. create a
record
diary so that you know how far you have come in y:our pursuit.
You may
)reate your sports room and provide it with large size photos, write
ups, ch
and cDs about the outstanding sports men and women at various
levels like ational and international events, and inspire the stud.ents.
At regu intervals you should take stock of progress or lack of it. seek
feedback
t others like teachers, students, coaches, parents. Receive the
feedbacks
itivelv.
Seek
lnal help from teachers or mentors. Find out how you can make
progress
you are happy with.

them on
board of

If you ru
triumph.

through the said steps you will find that you are on your way ro

You may rry your targets made for the year while attending one day meeting
here on 01.04.
6 , and submit it with Dr.(Mrs.) B. Kaur, Assistant commissionei
KVS, RO, Bhopal

all the best,

Copy to :The Princi
all possibi
and may
02.
The As

01.

reporting.
Mkl. doc.4fll

ls,_KVs of KVS, Regionar office, Bhopal with the request to extend
help to PETs for the needful. They may handor.. tir. Do to them
ldy send the action taken report.
t commissioners, KVS, Ro, Bhopal for necessar5r monitoring and

